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Photography Competition
Plymouth University has established a reputation both nationally and internationally
as a leader in the higher education sector for sustainability, taking an awardwinning whole institutional approach and working collaboratively across campus
operations, research and teaching and learning.
The Institute for Sustainability Solutions Research (ISSR) was launched in April
2012 and brings together the world class sustainability research underway at
Plymouth University. We have researchers investigating sustainability from a
variety of different disciplines and perspectives including Science, Business, Arts,
Humanities, and Health.
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In 2015 we launched our first photography competition to highlight the six themes
of sustainability research in the ISSR: Health and Wellbeing, Sustainable Societies,
Sustainable Transport, Climate Action and Resource Efficiency, Sustainable Energy
and Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water.
We want to thank everyone who entered their photos and descriptions by creating
this publication of entries.
The judges decided unanimously on the winner, Dave Gilvear, for his picture
‘Salmon Fishing for the Future’ which was entered into the Sustainable Food,
Agriculture and Water category.
To find out more visit www.plymouth.ac.uk/research/issr
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Health and Wellbeing

BERYL
Photographer: Joe Higgins
This image of Beryl was taken during a project about people living with dementia in
Plymouth. I wanted to photograph both the individual and an object they held dear
to them, in order to explore the notion of loss. Loss, both of the people we love and
the memories we have of our lives. My image represents sustainability as it reminds us
that the people we tend to forget about are often the ones that are in the most need.
www.joehiggins.co.uk
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Finalist

Health and Wellbeing

OUT OF ORDER
Photographer: Dr Clare Pettinger
This photo presents an irony in relation to diet-related (ill) health, so I was compelled
to capture it. This vending machine is located in a Plymouth based workplace that
hosts public health practitioners. I think this is seriously out of order!
With obesity prevalence (and associated co-morbidities) reaching pandemic levels
and leading to premature deaths, there is an urgent need to tackle the multifaceted complex nature of our food system – with particular emphasis on how high
energy/low nutrient dense food items (aka junk food) are marketed, distributed
(and consumed).
But who’s responsibility is it? Individuals…? Health educators…? Policy planners…?
The food industry…? Everyone’s…? Are civil society organisations key to the
development and monitoring of company commitments to improve health?
It is suggested that novel partnerships be formed with incentives and even
sanctions for companies failing to meet public health targets. To complement such
partnerships, regulatory measures such as high fat, salt and sugar food taxes and
marketing restrictions should be enforced. ‘Nanny state’?
As a Dietitian, I am only too aware of the professional and ethical dilemmas around
the synergies/conflicts between healthy eating messages, personal health beliefs
and behaviours. This is exacerbated by controversy around how to define the
balance between nutritional, sustainability and economic criteria driving promotion
of ‘unhealthy’ (unsustainable) food items.
This is a topical area that warrants urgent cross-sector debate and action.
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Health and Wellbeing

TOTNES FOOD
Photographer: Ilaria Torre
Locally grown food is the most sustainable way of eating, since it cuts down
transportation costs and energy waste. This picture was taken at a local market in
Totnes, and it almost blinds you with its colour richness. Eating healthy is a full time
lifestyle, and it can fill your kitchen (and life) with so many colours!
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Sustainable Societies

SOUTH OF FRANCE
Photographer: Richard Durrant
This photo was taken in the South of France. For me it represents putting society
back touch with the environment, by bringing the environmental to our doorsteps.
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Sustainable Societies

OKAVANGO DELTA
Photographer: Helen Gowans

I took this photo while travelling overland from cape town to Cairo. This particular
photograph is taken in the Okavango Delta. The lady pictured is transporting
tourists luggage up the Okavango Delta. Here they promote sustainable tourism
and take great care of their environment. The locals all participate in the Okavango
Delta Management Plan to ensure sustainable water and land management of their
home. While visiting this beautiful area I was amazed at how respectful the locals
are of the important ecosystems found here and how much they value this large
inland Delta. It is their source of water and food and they could not live without it.
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Sustainable Societies

PAT’S PLOT
Photographer: Luke Gartside
Pat is a retired teacher, now living in a small off grid community of self built
homes in rural Cornwall. Sustainability and self sufficiency lie at the heart of the
community, with all of the residents generating their own power using solar and
wind technology and some, including Pat, keeping chickens and growing as much
food as possible on their site. Pat also uses a compost toilet, (the product of which
is used on her vegetable patch) and heats her living space with locally sourced
wood. Whilst the lifestyle may appear regressive to some, by combining ideas as
old as civilisation with brand new technologies the community offers an appealing
model for the future of rural sustainable living.
www.lukegartsidephotography.com
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Finalist

Sustainable Societies

DAVE’S PLOT
Photographer: Luke Gartside
Dave lives in a small off grid community of self built homes in rural Cornwall.
Sustainability and self sufficiency lie at the heart of the community, with all of the
residents generating their own power using solar and wind technology and some,
including Dave, keeping chickens and growing as much food as possible on their
site. Dave also uses a compost toilet, (the product of which is used on his vegetable
patch), heats his living space with wood chopped on his site and harvests and
filters rain water. Whilst the lifestyle may appear regressive to some, by combining
ideas as old as civilisation with brand new technologies the community offers an
appealing model for the future of rural sustainable living.
www.lukegartsidephotography.com
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Highly commended

Sustainable Societies

THERMAL IMAGE OF THE PLYMOUTH UNIVERSITY
ROLAND LEVINSKY BUILDING
Photographer: Matthew Fox
This is a thermal image of the Plymouth University Roland Levinsky Building. Whilst
a photograph captures visible light to form a picture, a thermal image uses infrared
radiation, to create a picture that portrays surface temperatures.
In the field of sustainability it is important that society affords the opportunity for
self-reflection. Offering a unique viewpoint, this thermal image represents one
example of how Plymouth University reviews itself as part of its efforts to be a selfaware sustainable institution.
Thermal imaging is one methodology for detecting unnecessary/unwanted heat
loss from buildings. Single images however tend to pick-up on specific details
using a narrow viewpoint. This image is comprised of over 50 individual thermal
images merged together to form a larger panoramic view. This thereby allows
the viewer to consider the thermal profile of a much larger scene. As a result, this
image illustrates how viewpoints on sustainability can benefit from observations
that encompass the broader context.
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Sustainable Societies

BEACH CLEANING
Photographer: Ilaria Torre
Making a difference is fun! Grab a friend and clean a beach (as me and a friend
did in Wembury last September).
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Sustainable Transport

COMIC RELIEF PROJECT IN KIAMBU COUNTY, KENYA
Photographer: Bob Newbery
This was taken as part of field work on the Comic Relief project in Kiambu county,
Kenya. We have a group of young farmers acting as our data collectors for the
survey. Whilst we waited for the tyre to be changed on our Matatu, everyone
started taking photos of each other with their mobiles. Everyone had 3rd generation
smartphones. This photo represents the juxtaposition of technology uptake versus
transport in developing countries.
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Sustainable Transport

VENICE
Photographer: Jim Griffiths
This image of Venice attempts to capture two elements of the sustainability
agenda:
1. the use of natural waterways for the efficient transport of goods and services;
2. the concerns that global climate change, and the possibility of rising sea levels,
will have on Venice given its amazing collection of antiquities. Venice represents
a microcosm of the issues that face all coastal cities with increasing flood risk
and local transportation pressures. However, Venice has a near unique building
heritage which makes it a major tourist attraction and a local economy that
depends on its continued accessibility. Associated with the tourist industry
in Venice are the problems of mass transport of goods and people around
what is still a medieval city lay out, the availability of potable water during the
peak tourist season, waste disposal, and the damage to the fragile natural and
human-made environment caused by its popularity.
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Finalist

Sustainable Transport

LE TRAM
Photographer: Stephen Essex
This photo is of ‘Le Tram’ public transport system opened in Brest in 2012. Not
only has the new service provided a more efficient means of mass transportation
around the city, but, now after a few years, the tram line itself is beginning to
enhance and blend into the built environment. In early Spring, the tram line in parts
of the city has become a ‘green’ path and habitat for wild flowers.
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Climate Action and Resource Efficiency

WINE BOTTLE TREE
Photographer: Abigail Palmer
This photo shows a sculpture of a tree that is made out of wine bottles. It was taken
abroad in Malaga in a key tourist location. This sculpture represents and shows
tourists from all over the world how they take an interest in sustainability and treat
it seriously. From simple actions such as this, it can encourage others to take action
and think about the materials they use and how to use resources efficiently.
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Finalist

Climate Action and Resource Efficiency

EARTH HOUR
Photographer: Ilaria Torre
The Earth Hour is a world wide event organised by WWF to take action against
energy waste and climate change. Everyone in the world is asked to take part by
switching the lights off for one hour, at 8pm. This year the Earth Hour saw millions
of participants all over the globe, many iconic landmarks were switched off, and
even Spider-Man sponsored it. I brought the Earth Hour to my house by having a
candlelit dinner, which lasted so long, that we had the lights switched off for much
longer than an hour!
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Climate Action and Resource Efficiency

SHOPPING BAG DISPENSER
Photographer: Ilaria Torre
Plastic is polluting the oceans. We are making a difference in Britain’s Ocean City:
a colleague and I installed a shopping bag dispenser at the entrance of our office
so that people going shopping can get some and then bring them back, without
the need of getting more polluting bags from the supermarket tills.
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Climate Action and Resource Efficiency

THE WEB OF LIFE
Photographer: Paul Warwick
A key aspect of the sustainability education agenda here at Plymouth is to
help our students to navigate the complexity of issues such as climate change.
Learning to think systemically about climate change and to appreciate the web
of interconnections that exist between this and other societal issues is of vital
importance in the work of the Centre for Sustainable Futures.
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Sustainable Energy

CHANGE
Photographer: Ross Ellis
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Finalist

Sustainable Energy

PLYMOUTH’S NEW INCINERATOR
Photographer: Ross Ellis
This shot of Plymouth’s new Incinerator was taken from the main railway line, out of
a train window. Although I have personal reservations about the sustainability of an
‘Energy for Waste Plant’, I guess it is more sustainable than landfill! This photo was
taken during testing of the facility, before the the completion of the construction
of the plant.
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Sustainable Energy

WIND TURBINE, SCOTLAND
Photographer: Jamie Quinn
This shot of a Wind Turbine was taken whilst on a family holiday in Scotland.
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Winner

Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water

SALMON FISHING FOR THE FUTURE
Photographer: Dave Gilvear
This picture is of my daughter being taught about fishing for salmon on the River
Forth in Scotland from one of the “old boys” who has fished the river all his life. He
is explaining how his different fishing flies mimic those of the insects found on the
river. In the first instance it encapsulates sustainability in that it is the passing of
information to new generations about how to use and enjoy the environment. The
fishery is also being managed sustainably and as such has in some years been the
top beat in Scotland with over a 1000 fish caught.
However, to protect the salmon population fishing of salmon is only allowed from
the 1st February to 31st October, is regulated by Stirling council through issuing of
licences and each fisherman is issued tags to limit the number of salmon that can
be removed from the river – the first fishery in the UK to adopt this approach. More
generally sustainability is recognised through the depiction of two ecosystem
services typified by the photo – that of aquatic biodiversity for people’s enjoyment,
and an aquatic food resource.
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Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water

RAMS IN EAST PORTLEMOUTH
Photographer: Jamie Quinn
These rams were photographed on the village Farm in East Portlemouth, South
Devon.Village Farm uses a breed of sheep that are close to what they think were
farmed at this location a few hundred years ago, and the Farmers use the Holistic
planned grazing method, which means that they get to eat pasture every day
without the need to supplement feed in Winter. It is believed that this is much
better for wildlife, see:
http://www.thevillagefarm.co.uk/2015/02/11/pulsemob-grazing-why-we-think-itsbetter-wildlife
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Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water

THE DART RIVER VALLEY
Photographer: Ilaria Torre
The picture shows the course of the Dart river seen from the top of Totnes Castle.
This valley supports a large community with its wealth of fertile lands and sheer
beauty.
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Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water

WILD WATERS
Photographer: Paul Warwick
It is common for sustainability education to start with points of crisis; to engage
students in a framing of nature that is problem based. But learning opportunities
are also needed that immerse our students in the wild beauty of the natural
world. The Centre for Sustainable Futures encourages experiential approaches
to sustainability education here at Plymouth that seek to avoid crisis fatigue by
including appreciative inquiry opportunities for learners to reconnect with a sense
of wonder and awe about the wild places that make up the landscape of home.
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Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water

SOUTH DEVON
Photographer: Jamie Quinn
This is just a photo of a field in South Devon, taken from Village Farm, where they
now try to practice sustainable agriculture.
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Sustainable Food, Agriculture and Water

FOOD SUSTAINABILITY
Photographer: Karley Khan
Food sustainability is a huge global issue that will continue to be exacerbated
as the human population continues to grow. 15 million tonnes of food is sent to
landfill every year in the UK, and as much as 222 million tonnes of food is wasted in
industrialised nations alone, that’s enough food to feed all of sub-Saharan Africa.
This problem has huge implications in terms of economic and environmental
issues, from the water used in irrigation systems to greenhouse gas emissions. Yet
simple lifestyle changes can make a huge difference to closing the loop on waste;
leaving more people with a belly full of food, money in their pocket and a more
sustainable future for all.
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www.plymouth.ac.uk/research/issr

The University is committed to providing information
in accessible formats. If you require this publication
in an alternative format please contact:
Tel: 01752 585816
Email: issr@plymouth.ac.uk
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